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To all whom it may concern: 
Be it known that I, VALENTINE BROTZ, of 

Buffalo, in the county of Erie and State of 
New York, have invented certain new and 
useful Improvements in Sandpapering-Ma 
chines; and I do hereby declare that the fol 
lowing description of my said invention,taken 
in connection with the accompanying sheets 
of drawings, forms a full, clear, and exact 
speci?cation, which will enable others skilled 
in the art to which it appertains to make and 
use the same. 
This invention has general reference to im 

provements in sandpapering-machines; and 
it consists, essentially, in the novel and pe 
culiar combination of parts and details of con 
struction, as hereinafter ?rst fully set forth 
and described, and then pointed out in the 
claims. 

In the drawings already referred to, Figure 
1 is a side elevation of my improved sandpa 
pering-machine. Fig. 2 is a plan of the same. 
Fig. 3 is an end view. Fig. 4 is a transverse 
sectional elevation in line 00 :r of Fig. 2. Fig. 
5 is a plan of the sand-paper-roll-supporting 
carriage. Fig. 6 is a fragmental sectional 
elevation of the same in line y 'y of Fig. 5. 
Fig. 7 is a plan of the pressure plate and rolls. 
Fig. 8 is a side view of the same. Fig. 9 is a 
detail View of the yielding bearings employed 
in conjunction with the pressure-rolls. 

Similar letters and numerals of reference 
are employed to designate corresponding parts 
in all the ?gures. 
The object of this invention is the produc 

tion of a sandpapering-machine the main 
‘ characteristics of which are cheapness of con 
struction, ease of operation, efficiency, and 
reliability from danger of derangement of 
parts through careless operation, the main ob 
ject of the present construction being to pro 
vide a machine adapted for both light and 
heavy work, which will occupy but a small 
amount of space, so as to be especially de 
sirable in small factories having but. 2. lim 
ited ?oor-space. To attain these results, I 
construct this sandpapering- machine of a 
rectangular structure A, Figs. 1 and 2, which 
ispreferablycomposed of the upright columns 
or posts A’, the horizontal cross-timbers A’ ’ , 
and the horizontal side. beams A’” a a’, as 

illustrated in the drawings. The side beams 
A'” are arranged to connect the corner-posts 
near the top and bottom thereof, while the 
beams a a’ are arranged at the center and 
bottom, respectively, as clearly illustrated in 
Fig. 4:, thereby leaving an open space, be 
tween the posts above said beams a a’ for the 
reception of an adjustable pressure-plate O, 
as hereinafter to be described. 

In the center of the rectangular structure 
A and connecting the end, top, and center 
beams are horizontal beams a" cf”, Fig. 4, 
which support the sand-paper-roll frame B. 
This frame is fully illustrated in Figs. 5 and 
6, and consists of the side bars I)” 19”’ and 
the top and bottom bars I) b’, respectively, 
leaving an interior space within which the 
sand-paper rolls 0 revolve. The top and bot 
tom bars 6 _b' are provided with lateral ribs 
6 6', Figs. 4 and 6, extending along‘t-he entire 
length of the bars and on both edges thereof, 
the object of said ribs being to ?t over the 
beams a” a’”, as illustrated in the several 
?gures, and thereby support said frame. 
Near the four corners of the frame, in the 
side bars thereof, are provided openings 0 c’ 
for the reception of apertured lugs (Z 61’, pro 
jecting from the sides of the beams a” a'”, as 
shown in Figs. 4:, 5, and 6. 
At the corners of the frame B are located 

bosses B’, having internal chambers E" B” ’ 
extending through the same, and within which 
operate eccentrics D” D’ ”, which are fast 
ened to the ends of rods D D’, which are 
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passed through the apertured lugs d d’ on the r ' 
beams a” Ct'”. At the upper ends of these 
rods are fastened levers E, which are con 
nected together by a rod E’, so that a simul 
taneous movement may be imparted to the 
rods D D’. 
eccentrics D” D’” is to prevent the frameB 
from falling off the beams and to render the 
frame adjustable toward and from the beams 
to” a'”, so that the depth of the cut of the 
rolls 0 may be regulated, the operation of 
these rods being as follows: The rods are jour 
naled in the lugs (Z d’, so that by revolving 
them they will, by the eccentrics operating 
Within the bosses B, force the said frame in 
either direction, as the case maybe. Within 
the said frame B are journaled a series of 
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sand-paper rolls by means of shafts O’, at 
the upper ends of which are fastened pulleys 

' F, by means of which the sand-paper rolls 
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may be revolved. One of these shafts O’ is 
longer‘ than the other, so that belts may be 
led to both pulleys without interfering one 
with the other. The lower extremity of the 
shafts O’are connected to eccentrics G, fast 
ened to a shaft G’, which is journaled in a‘ 
suitable bearing in the lower part of the ma 
chine, as shown in Fig. 1, by means of eccen 
tric-straps G”, which are provided at their 
upper extremities with yokes g, having bear 
ings g’, as shown in Fig. 1. In these bear 
ings are journaled pivots g” of sleeves H, 
loosely ?tting over the said shafts C’, and 
upon which are fastened above and below said 
sleeves collars H’ ’ H’, respectively, wherebyv 
a reciprocating motion is imparted to said 
rolls by the eccentrics without interfering 
with the rotary motion imparted to them. 
Motion is imparted to the horizontal shaft 

G’ by the vertical shaft I and a set of bevel 
gears I”, Fig. 1. This shaft I is journaled in 
a suitable bearing 1’, and is provided with a 
pulley j’, over which leads a belt J, connect 
ing with a pulley j, fastened to a vertical 
shaft K, journaled in suitable bearingsv K’ on 
the outside of the machine. At the upper 
end of this shaft K there are fastened pulleys 
7s 7s’, over which run belts Z Z’, communicating 
with the pulleys F on the sand-paper-roll 
shafts O’. The shaft K receives its motion 
through bevel-gears K” from a horizontal 
shaft L, journaled in bearings L" ,Fig. 3, and 
which is provided with tight and loose pulj. 
leys L’ to start and stop the machine. 
At the upper end of the vertical shaft I is) 

secured a pinion M, engaging a spur-wheel1 
M’, located above the center beam at”. This 
spur-wheel is fastened to the end of one of a; 
series of feed-rolls N, which arejournaled in 
bearings on the sides of the center beams a” 
a’”, Fig. 4:. This gear-wheel M imparts mo 
tion to the remainder of the feed-roll gears: 
M’ through the intermediate gears m,.Figs.1, 
and 2. 

Opposite the feed-rolls and in the opening: 
between the corner-posts and on top of the; 
side beam a, Fig. 4:, ?ts and rests the press-iv 
tire-plate 0, fully illustrated in detail in Figs.‘ 
7, 8, and 9. 

for different thicknesses of the articles to be) 
sandpapered by means of a series of screw-v 
threaded studs T passing through said plate 
and fastened therein so as to prevent end‘ 
motion of the same, While not interfering with 
the revolution thereof. These studs are 
screwed into the beams a” a'”, so thatby 
revolving them in either direction the plate 
0 is either advanced or retracted from the 
feed-rolls. 
Upon the ends of the studs T, outside of 

the plate 0, are fastened sprocket-wheels U, 
over which leads an endless chain or belt V, 

This plate is rendered adj ust~§ 
able toward or from the feed-rolls to provide 

whereby a synchronous movement is im‘ 
parted to all the studs. 

To enable the operator to readily regulate 
the plate 0 for various thicknesses of mate 
rial, a crank-handle X is attached to the stud 
nearest to that portion of the machine in 
which the material to be sandpapered is in 
troduced. ' ’ 

Thcpressure-plate O,before mentioned, con 
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sists, essentially, of top and bottom rails O’ 
O" and side rails o’ 0”, respectively, and a 
back plate R’. Pressure-rolls o are jour 
naled in bearings 1?, Figs. 7, 8, and 9, which 
are fastened to iron or steel plates P’. These 
plates are fastened at one end tothe rails O’ 
O” of the pressure-plate, while the opposite 
ends are free, the said rails having recesses 
S, so that the bearings are free to vibrate, a 
rubber cushion B being interposed in a fur 
ther recess in the rails O’ 0'’, so that should 
the bearings and rolls be pushed toward the 
rails O'O.” the rubber will be compressed, 
when upon the removal of pressure upon the 
rolls the same will return to their former po 
sition, assisted by the cushions H. 
To enable me to remove the dust and gritty 

matter resulting from the sandpapering of 
the material from the interior of the ma 
chine, I locate a trough 1, Figs. 1, 2, and 4, 
underneath the sand-rolls O to catch all the 
sand and dust from the same. To this trough 
is connected-by a pipe 2 an exhaust-fan 3, 
having the outlet 7 , and which fan draws the 
dust,i&c., from the trough and discharges it 
through the outlet 7. This fan 3 has a pulley 
6, by means of which and a belt 5, running 
over a pulley 4: on the shaft L, it is revolved. 
' In practice I shall inclose the entire ma 
chine so as to incase all the working parts 
thereof, so that a draft will be created through 
out the machine by the fan 3, and thereby 
the moving parts kept reasonably free from 
dust. 
In operation the peripheries of the sand 

rolls 0 are covered by sheets of sand-paper, 
and to hold the same in position I form alat 
eral groove in the periphery of each roll and 
fasten therein a metallic plate 11. To this 
plate I fasten by suitable screws 12 a similar 

, plate 10. The groove before mentioned is of 
such a depth that both plates will be below 
the surface of the roll. Should it now be de 
sired to use the machine, the steel plates 10, 
Fig. 5, are unscrewed from the rolls 0 and a 
sheet of sand-paper stretched around the pe 
riphery of each roll, the paper being so ar 
ranged that the ends thereof will be over the 
plate 11 of the roll. The plates 10 are now 
screwedinto their proper places and a belt 
from. a suitable source of supply of power is 
slipped over the pulleys L’ on the shaftLand 
the machine set in motion. It is evident from 
the foregoing that upon setting the shaftL in 
motion the sand-rolls C will be given a recip 
rocatory as well as a rotary motion, and the 
feed-rolls N will be revolved. The operator 
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now takes the material to be sand papered 
and pushes it through the opening Z, Fig. 3, 
into the machine, the bracket 16 serving to 
support the end of the material before the 
rolls take hold of the same. The sand-roll-ad 
justing levers E, Figs. 1 to 5, are now ma 
nipulated until the rolls 0 have advanced suf 
?ciently so as to take a cut of the desired 
thickness from the material, after which the 
pressure~plate O is advanced by revolving the 
handle X, so as to apply a pressure to the ma 
terial to generate sufficient friction between 
the feed-rolls N and the material to force the 
same through the machine and out at the op 
posite side. If desired, alighter out can now 
be taken from the material by slightly far 
ther advancing the rolls 0 and again passing 
it through the machine. 

This machine, While occupying a compara 
tively small ?oor-space, is applicable to a large 
variety of Work. It is admirably adapted for 

v leveling off and sandpapering the surfaces of 
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door-frames, panel-frames, and the like. It is 
a well-known fact that in the manufacture 
of such frames the surfaces of the several 
portions thereof are not always plane with 
each other, thereby compelling the leveling 
off of the surfaces byplaning or othersimilar 
means. By using my machine this latter op 
eration is unnecessary, it being simply nec 
essary to take, say, two outs over the sur 
-faces to attain the same result, one cut to 
level the surfaces and the other to smooth the 
same. 

A great advantage of this machine lies in 
the fact that it can be cheaply gotten up, and, 
furthermore, that it is not liable to readily 
get out of order, thereby putting the posses 
sion of an efficient sandpapering - machine 
within the reach of the smallest planing-mill. 

It is evident that I may use but one sand 
paper roll or a multiplicity thereof without 
departing from my invention. 
Having thus fully described my invention, 

I claim as new and desire to secure by Letters 
Patent of the United'States 

1. In a sandpapering-machine, the combi 
nation, with the sandpapering-rolls and a se 
ries of feed-rolls located between the sand 
papering-rolls and with their peripheryin the 
same vertical plane, of a series of pressure 
rolls journaled within yielding bearings at’ 
?xed to a plate 0, composed of the top and 
bottom rails O’ 0",side rails 0’ 0"7 and back 
plate R’, said plate 0 being provided with 
screw-threaded studs in the top and bottom 
rails having sprocket-wheels U, connected by 
a chain V, and the yielding bearings consist 
ing of the steel blades P’, fastened with one 
end within recesses S in the rails O’ O” and 
having the bearing for the shafts of the press 
ure-rolls and an elastic cushion R at the other 
end, as and for the object stated. 

2. In a sandpapering-Inachine, an adjust 
able pressure-roll device con sisting of a frame 
composed of the rails O’, O”, o’, and 0” and 

plate R’, secured thereto, recesses S in. the 
rails O’ O” , yielding hearings in said recesses, 
composed of steel blades P’, fastened with 
one end in said recesses and having on their 
other free end the bearings for the shafts of 
the pressure-rolls and elastic cushions R un 
derneath the same, the pressure-rolls 0, re 
volving in said yielding bearings, and mech 
anism, substantially as described,for adgust 
ing the pressure-plate, as and for the purpose 
set forth. _ _ 

3. In a sandpapering-machine, the yielding 
bearings for the pressure-rolls, consistlng _1n 
the combination, with the top and bottom rails 
having the recesses S, of the steel blades P’, 
secured within the recesses with one end, 
bearings for the shafts of the pressure~rolls 
on the other end, and elastic cushions R, lo 
cated Within recesses in said rails and sup 
porting the free end of said steel blades un 
derneath said bearings, as set forth. _ 

4. In a sandpaperingmachine, the combi 
nation, with the horizontal cross‘timbers A”, 
having the bearings for the horizontal shaft 
G’, of the shaft G’, the eccentrics G upon 
said shaft and having straps G” surrounding 
the same, the upper half of said straps being 
provided with yokes 9, having the bearings 
g’, the sand-paper rolls 0, the shaft 0’ of 
said rolls, the sleeves II upon the lower ends 
of said shafts, provided with oppositely-lo 
cated pivots g”, engaging the bearings g’, 
and the fixed collars H’ II” upon said shafts 
above and below said sleeves, as and for the 
object stated. , 

5. In a sandpaperingqnachine, the combi 
nation, with the timbers a” d’”, having‘ the 
apertu red lugs 61 cl’ extending from the sides 
thereof, of a sandpaper-roll frame consisting 
of the top and bottom bars b I)’, having the 
lateral ribs 6 e’, the side bars 7)” b’”, the 
openings 0 in said bars for the reception of 
the lugs cl cl’, the bosses B’ at the corners of 
said frame and having the internal chambers 
B” B’”, the rods D D’, passing through the 
lugs cl (1’, the chambers 13” 13'”, and the ec 
centrics D” D’”, secured to said rods and 
operating in said chambers, as and for the 
object set forth. 

6. The combination,with the frame A, hav 
ing the longitudinal cross-timbers a” d’” 
within the same, of the sand-paper-roll frame 
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13, having lateral horizontal ribs e e’ at the , 
upper and lower ends thereof to support said 
sand-paper frame upon said beams, the bear 
ings C” on said frame, the shafts O’, jour 
naled therein, the sand-paper rolls 0 on said 
shafts, the pulleys F, and means, as described, 
for rendering the whole frame adjustable, as 
described. 

7. The combination, with the frame having 
the beams extendinglongitudinally'across the 
interior thereof, a sand-paper-roll frame sup 
ported from said beams and having cham 
‘bered bosses at its corners, apertured lugs ex~ 
tending from the side of said beams and en 
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gaging said frame, and rods passing through I my invention I have hereto set my hand in 
said chambered bosses on said roll-frame and the presence of two subscribingwitnesses. 
through said apertured lugs and having ec 
centrics engaging said chambers in said VALENTINE BROTZ. 
bosses, said rods having handles E, as set Attest: 
forth. MICHAEL J. STARK, 
In testimony that I claim the foregoing as “7M. 0. STARK. - 


